
Testamonials for Ageless Body Program 

 

I have lost 10 pounds without even making an effort. With the Jumpstart to Health program I learned 

how to properly eat, exercise and have the cellular nutrition my body needs. This program is a must for 

anybody who wants to have a balanced health. I still follow it and every year I do a RESET to keep my 

carbohydrate cravings away. 

Diana Pineda, Mother and Entrepreneur 

 

 

The meal replacement shakes and bars are a healthy way for a busy person who wants to maintain a 

healthy lifestyle and even learn to eat well-balanced, reasonably priced options that won't spike your 

blood sugar or leave you feeling hungry soon after eating. I like that they are clean, good food based on 

science you can trust...no surprises and no reason to worry! These products are more than just healthy 

and low in cost, they work & they taste great! 

C.L. Nanaimo, B.C. 

 

The 'Healthy for Life' program is one of the best health programs I have used; I lost 17 pounds, from 185 
to 167, my pants tend to fall down, my blood work has improved dramatically, and all I had to do was 
follow the program! 
The 'Reset' program really helped to 'jumpstart' our change of lifestyle from carbohydrate addiction to a 
healthier and more satisfying way of eating and living! 
 
Michael Wood, retired commercial pilot 
 
 

 
As a Personal Trainer the Jump start to Health program is amazing. I have had clients see results in 5 
days with weight loss which motivates them to keep going. Learning how to control the cravings, get the 
results you are looking for and to get that confidence back to get into that bathing suit is worth the 
program. I even practice it myself being in my 40s and a mother of two teenagers I need to keep my 
energy going and looking great! 
 
Sue Dawson age 44 personal trainer mother of 2 

 


